
Declaration 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

(name of association ; legal person)

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

(registered by; registration number)

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

(email address; individuals authorized to represent the organization)

Hereby joins

   GLOBAL  ASIAN MARTIAL  ARTS  RESEARCH FOUNDATION
(a public benefit organization) 

and the participation in the „round table” meetings of traditional Chinese Kung Fu schools

The association/private individual hereby accepts the proposed objectives, 
conditions and rules of participation and authorizes the following persons:

1/ ………………………………………………………………………………………..

2/ ………………………………………………………………………………………..

3/ ………………………………………………………………………………………..

to undertake actions to  organize „round table”  meetings of traditional  Chinese
Kung Fu schools in Poland and prepare relevant documents for the purpose of
registration of the abovementioned international association. 

………………………………………….

                                   signature

………………………………………….

                                   signature



Goals

1. Integration of international circles of traditional Asian martial arts. 
 

2. Establishing an internet editorial staff of an Asian martial arts quarterly 
magazine. Ultimately releasing periodicals to be included in JCR (Journal 
Citation Reports). 

3. Establishing an editorial staff of a Youtube TV channel and production of 
archive and instructional materials.

4. Acquiring insurance (AD&D, liability, etc.) on special terms from a global 
insurance company for the members of the GAMARF. 

5. Preserving, researching and documentation of chosen aspects of Asian 
culture.

6. Propagating Asian culture in various forms.

7. Establishing a research-promotion group with the aim of formulating (among 
others) program suggestions for members promoting the activity and 
objectives of GAMARF as well as proposing conditions for the realization of 
said suggestions. 

8. For  acquired  funds  establishing  (in  every administrative  area/region  of  the
member country) at least one facility owned by GAMARF and leased to a legal
person with the possibility of purchasing of the facility by the person for 20% of
the value. The facilities may include class A, B or C objects:
A – training center, club, library, film archive, Asian garden, cultural exchange
office 
B – training center, library, film archive, Asian garden
C – training center, Asian garden 

9. Establishing  of  training  centers  for  members  with  cooperation  with  Asian
countries.

Organizational directives

10. The organization is not limited to a single country.

11. The organization operates as so-call „public benefit organization”.

12. The organization is initially focused on Chinese lineages of the Ving Tsun 
system and historically related systems, with the ultimate goal of including all 
Asian Martial Arts systems.  

Members

13.  Regular members 
- founding members (permanent)
- legal persons propagating the goals in the form of martial arts classes with

the lineage recognized by GAMARF 
- legal persons – strategical sponsors (at least 50 000 EURO)



- physical persons; with documented lineage recognized by GAMARF
- physical persons – sponsors (at least 20 000 EURO)
- honorary members (100% votes from all regular members)

14.  Participating members – persons practicing within the member associations
but without voting rights (one-time payment of 400 PLN or 100 EURO)

15. Members are to be divided into active and passive members, according to 
their ability (or lack thereof) to provide a recognized lineage; the rights and 
obligations of both types of members will differ.

16. In case of lack of activity towards realizing set goals will result in excluding an 
active member from a the decision-making panel and changing the status of 
the member to passive. 

Association fees

17. Establishing a system of acquiring sponsor funding, including those for setting 
up an Asian culture center in every region of activity of associated members. 

18.Life-time master licenses (one-time payment 1000 PLN or 250 EURO)


